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SUMMARY

A uni9ed design sensitivity analysis method for a meshfree shell structure with respect to size, shape,
and con9guration design variables is presented in this paper. A shear deformable shell formulation is
characterized by a CAD connection, thickness degeneration, meshfree discretization, and nodal integra-
tion. Because of a strong connection to the CAD tool, the design variable is selected from the CAD
parameters, and a consistent design velocity 9eld is then computed by perturbing the surface geometric
matrix. The material derivative concept is utilized in order to obtain a design sensitivity equation in the
parametric domain. Numerical examples show the accuracy and e@ciency of the proposed design sen-
sitivity analysis method compared to the analytical solution and the 9nite diAerence solution. Copyright
? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: mesh-free method; design sensitivity analysis; shell structure; sizing design; shape
design; con9guration design

1. INTRODUCTION

Among many structural components, a shell is the most frequently used in industrial appli-
cations. Especially for automotive and aircraft body structures, the shell component makes
up more than 90% of the total structure. Consequently, the design optimization of the shell
structure has been an active research area for decades [1]. Even though signi9cant research
has been reported for shell structural optimization [2–11], however, the importance of design
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sensitivity analysis (DSA) has not been fully uncovered. The 9nite diAerence method (FDM)
[2–4], the semi-analytical method [5; 6], the discrete method [7; 8], and the continuum method
[9–11] have been used to calculate sensitivity information for the shell structure. FDM may
be the easiest way to compute sensitivity information. However, this method has major dis-
advantages from the viewpoint of sensitivity accuracy and computational cost. Because the
semi-analytical method uses FDM in part of its sensitivity computation, it has the same dis-
advantages as FDM [12]. The discrete approach diAerentiates the 9nite element (FE) matrix
equation with respect to the design variable. However, since the stiAness matrix and the load
vector are calculated using the same numerical integration procedure, this discrete derivative
may not be easily obtained for general cases, especially when multi-point constraints exist.
Moreover, diAerentiation of the stiAness matrix requires a large amount of computational costs.
The continuum method directly diAerentiates the continuum structure before any discretization.
Since no derivative of the stiAness matrix is involved, this approach is more e@cient than
the discrete method. Theoretically, since the FE matrix equation provides an approximated
solution to the continuum problem, it is dangerous to diAerentiate the approximated problem
instead of directly diAerentiating the continuum problem.

The objective of this paper is to develop a uni9ed design sensitivity formulation for the shell
structure with respect to size, shape, and con9guration design variables using the meshfree
method. The uniqueness of this paper is twofold: (1) to our knowledge, this paper is the
9rst attempt to formulate DSA for a curved shell structure using the meshfree method and
(2), by de9ning the design velocity 9eld on a solid model level, a uni9ed design sensitivity
formulation is obtained for all three types of design variables. Given that size, shape, and
con9guration designs can all be described as a shape design in the solid model, a shape
design velocity 9eld is de9ned on the solid model level, and then degenerated by following
the same shell kinematics. Through a seamless integration with a CAD tool, design variables
are selected from CAD parameters, and a consistent design velocity 9eld is calculated by
perturbing the surface geometric matrix and the shell thickness. By using a degenerated design
velocity 9eld, the continuum structural equation is diAerentiated in order to obtain a uni9ed
design sensitivity equation in the parametric domain.

A main challenge in shell formulation is the inability to model thin structures due to the
lack of a bending and an in-extensional mode. This di@culty is often referred to as shear
and membrane locking. Many numerical schemes have been proposed to resolve numerical
locking in FE-based approaches, including the selective reduced integration method [13], the
LB method [14], the mixed formulation [15], the assumed strain method [16], and the discrete
KirchhoA approach [17]. Several research results also have been reported in the plate=shell
formulation by using the meshfree method. Initially, Krysl and Belytschko [18] developed a
thin plate=shell formulation using the element-free Galerkin method. Donning and Liu [19]
proposed a locking-free shear-deformable plate formulation. Recently, Garcia et al. [20] shows
that shear locking can be controlled by using su@ciently high-order polynomials in hp-clouds.
Noguchi et al. [21] extended the element-free Galerkin method to the general curved shell
structure by using a mapping to the convected co-ordinate.

In this paper, a shear-deformable shell formulation is proposed, with the characteristics of
a CAD connection, thickness degeneration, meshfree discretization, and nodal integration. A
seamless integration with a CAD tool provides a better approximation of the shell structure,
including the surface normal vector and mapping relation. A meshfree shape function is
constructed in the parametric domain that has been obtained from the CAD tool. Since the
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meshfree interpolation function is constructed in the parametric domain, it is shown that
the interpolation function is independent of design variables. A stabilized conforming (SC)
nodal integration method, which is developed by Chen et al. [22], is used to resolve the
locking di@culty in the meshfree shell formulation. This SC nodal integration also allows
for a signi9cant reduction of computational time in meshfree analysis and thus in DSA. The
integration zone concept originally employed in the conventional meshfree method [23] is
eliminated.

The organization of this paper is as follows. After a parametric representation of the shell
surface within the CAD tool is introduced in Section 2, a variational formulation of the shell
structure is developed in Section 3. In Section 4, a shear-deformable meshfree shell formu-
lation is presented in conjunction with the SC nodal integration. A uni9ed design sensitivity
formulation is developed in Section 5, followed by numerical examples in Section 6, in which
the accuracy and e@ciency of the proposed sensitivity result is compared to the analytical
solution and the 9nite diAerence solution.

2. CAD-BASED GEOMETRIC MAPPING

A general shell structure can be represented by a neutral surface geometry and thickness data
at each point. A surface component in a CAD tool is well-served for this purpose, and is
frequently used to generate a shell element in FEA. Since no element information is generated
for the meshfree method, it is necessary to use the information from the CAD tool, especially
for constructing the surface normal vector and mapping from the global co-ordinate to the
local co-ordinate system.

In the CAD tool, a surface geometry xn in a general, three-dimensional space can be
represented by using two parameters as

xn(�; �)=U(�)TMGMTW(�) (1)

where U(�)= [�3; �2; �; 1]T and W(�)= [�3; �2; �; 1]T are vectors in the parametric co-ordinates,
M is the matrix de9ned as

M=




2 −2 1 1
−3 3 −2 −1
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0


 (2)

and G is the surface geometric matrix de9ned as

G=




p00 p01 p�00 p�01
p10 p11 p�10 p�11

p�00 p�01 p��00 p��01

p�10 p�11 p��10 p��11




4×4×3

(3)

where pij are co-ordinates of the corner points on the surface, p�ij and p�ij are the tangent
vectors in � and � directions, and p��ij are the twist vectors. Equation (1) relates the physical
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Figure 1. Parametric representation of a surface geometry.

co-ordinate xn to the parametric co-ordinate (�; �). Figure 1 shows the surface geometry
and its transformation into the parametric co-ordinate. The surface representation method in
Equation (1) is well known with parametric modeling technology [24; 25].

The surface representation scheme in Equation (1) provides a great amount of Oexibility
from a computational viewpoint. For example, the unit normal vector on the surface at (�; �)
can be obtained as

n(�; �)=
xn
; � ×xn

; �

‖xn
; � ×xn

; �‖
(4)

where, from Equation (1),

xn
; � =U

T
; �(�)MGM

TW(�) (5)

xn
; � =U(�)TMGMTW; �(�) (6)

The surface normal vector in Equation (4) reduces a signi9cant amount of discretization error
that often occurs in the traditional FEA.

In the shell formulation, the surface representation in Equation (1) yields the co-ordinate of
the neutral surface. If a shell structure is considered as a degenerated solid component, then
a complete mapping relation between the physical co-ordinate and the parametric co-ordinate
can be obtained. For a shell structure with thickness t(�; �), any points within the structure
can be expressed by

x(�; �; 
)=U(�)TMGMTW(�) + 

t
2
n(�; �) (7)

where 
=[−1; 1] is the third parametric co-ordinate in the thickness direction, and n(�; �) is
the outward unit normal vector of the surface, obtained from Equation (4). In Equation (7)
the neutral surface is presumed to be the mid-surface. However, this assumption can be
eliminated without signi9cant technical complication. The Jacobian of the mapping relation
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can be obtained, from the relation in Equation (7), as

x; � = UT
; �MGM

TW+ 

t
2
n; �

x; � = UTMGMTW; � + 

t
2
n; �

x; 
 =
t
2
n

(8)

The notations x=[x; y; z]T = [x1; x2; x3]T and ^=[�; �; 
]T = [�1; �2; �3]T will be used for the
following derivations whenever appropriate. Using these notations, the Jacobian of the mapping
can be represented by

J=
@xi
@�j

(9)

Since a one-to-one mapping relation is preserved in Equation (7), the Jacobian matrix in
Equation (9) is nonsingular and thus its inverse J−1 exists.

In conjunction with meshfree discretization, which will be introduced in Section 4, the
CAD-based geometric representation method in Equation (7) provides a better approximation
of the continuum shell structure. The curvature of the shell structure is well-represented,
without approximating it. Thus, geometric simpli9cation is avoided in this approach.

In the shell structure, the constitutive relation is given in the body-9xed, local co-ordinate
system, whereas a displacement–strain relation is provided in the global co-ordinate system.
Thus, a transformation between the local and global co-ordinates is required. In this paper,
since a parametric representation of the shell surface is available, the following relation is
used for the co-ordinate transformation:

l=
xn
; �

‖xn
; �‖

; n=
xn
; � ×xn

; �

‖xn
; � ×xn

; �‖
; m= n× l (10)

x=



l1 m1 n1

l2 m2 n2

l3 m3 n3


x′ (11)

where x′ is the co-ordinate of x in the body-9xed co-ordinate system. The local co-ordinate
is constructed such that the x′1-axis is parallel to the l vector, and the x′3-axis is parallel to
the n vector.

3. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION FOR THE SHELL STRUCTURE

A variational formulation for the shell structure is obtained by degenerating the three-dimen-
sional solid component in the continuum domain. Given the assumption of a constant trans-
verse shear deformation, analytical integration can be performed through the thickness
co-ordinate.
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The strain tensor in linear elasticity can be expressed as

�ij(z)=
1
2

(
@zi
@xj

+
@zj
@xi

)
=sym(zi; j) (12)

where sym(•) denotes the symmetric part of the tensor, and the subscript after the comma
represents the derivative with respect to the spatial co-ordinate. If the parametric co-ordinate
introduced in the previous section is used to represent the strain tensor in Equation (12), then
we have

�ij(z)=
1
2

(
@zi
@�m

@�m

@xj
+

@zj
@�m

@�m

@xi

)
=sym

(
@zi
@�m

J−1
mj

)
(13)

where the summation rule is used for the repeated indices.
The variational formulation for the structure can be obtained either from the principle of

virtual work, or from the principle of minimum total potential energy [26]. If we let the
structural domain be Q⊂R3, and the corresponding parametric domain be Qr ×R; Qr ⊂R2,
then the structural energy form for linear elasticity can be obtained as

a(z; Lz) =
∫∫∫

Q
�ij(Lz)Cijkl�kl(z) dQ

=
∫∫∫

Qr×R
sym

(
@zi
@�m

J−1
mj

)
Cijkl sym

(
@zj
@�n

J−1
ni

)
|J | d�1 d�2 d�3 (14)

where Lz denotes the displacement variation or the virtual displacement, Cijkl the fourth-order
constitutive tensor, Qr the (�; �) plane, and |J| the determinant of the Jacobian in Equation (9).

To further simplify the structural energy form, let us assume that displacement varies lin-
early in the thickness direction. This assumption yields a similar result as a Mindlin–Reissner
shell formulation [27; 28], in which the Oat cross-section remains Oat during deformation.
Accordingly, the displacement is a linear function of 
 and can be represented by the addition
of two terms as

z= z1(�; �) + 
z2(�; �) (15)

where z1(�; �) represents the displacement of the neutral surface (the membrane deformation)
and 
z2(�; �) denotes the rotation of the cross-section (the bending and shear deformation). In
addition, since the dimension of the thickness direction is much smaller than that of the others,
Jacobian J can be presumed to be a function of only � and � co-ordinates. Accordingly, given
the linear property of the engineering strain, the strain tensor in Equation (13) can also be
represented by the addition of two terms

�ij(z)= �1ij(z) + 
�2ij(z) (16)

where

�1ij(z) = sym
(

@z1i
@�m

J−1
mj + z2i J

−1
3j

)
(17)
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�2ij(z) = sym
(

@z2i
@�m

J−1
mj

)
(18)

are the membrane–shear strain and bending strain, respectively. Unlike the Mindlin–Reissner
plate formulation, the membrane and transverse shear strains are coupled in Equation (17).

It is clear from the aforementioned assumptions that the structural energy form in Equa-
tion (14) is a quadratic function of the parametric co-ordinate 
. After analytically integrating
Equation (14) over the interval 
∈ [−1; 1], the structural energy form is simpli9ed as

a(z; Lz) = 2
∫∫

Qr
�1ij(Lz)Cijkl�1kl(z)|J| dQr +

2
3

∫∫
Qr

�2ij(Lz)Cijkl�2kl(z)|J| dQr (19)

Note that the coupled terms of �1ij(z) and �2ij(z) vanish since they are odd functions of 
. The
degenerated structural energy form in Equation (19) is still based on the continuum domain,
and domain discretization has not yet been introduced. Since the analytical integration is
already carried out over parametric co-ordinate 
, only the domain discretization of the neutral
surface is necessary.

If a conservative system were considered, then the applied load would be independent of
deformation. If we let fB be the body force per unit volume, then the load linear form can
be written as

‘(Lz)=
∫∫∫

Q
LzTfB dQ (20)

After introducing the parametric co-ordinate and integrating Equation (20) along the 
-axis,
we obtain

‘(Lz)=2
∫∫

Qr
LzTfB|J| dQr (21)

For simplicity of explanation, the traction force will not be considered in Equation (21).
The structural equilibrium equation can be obtained from Equations (19) and (21). For a

given fB and Rh, the structural variational equation is

a(z; Lz)= ‘(Lz); ∀Lz∈Z (22)

In Equation (22), the space Z of kinematically admissible displacements is de9ned as

Z = {w∈ [H 1(Q)]3 |w(x)=0 on x∈Rh} (23)

where H 1(Q) is the Sobolev space of order one, and Rh is the essential boundary in which
the displacement is prescribed. The continuum form of variational Equation (22) will be
discretized in the following section using the meshfree method.

4. SHEAR-DEFORMABLE MESHFREE SHELL FORMULATION

Two numerical procedures are required in order to solve the variational Equation (22): the
interpolation method for the state variable (displacement) and the domain integration method.
The 9nite element method approximates the state variable within an element by using piece-
wise polynomials, and as a result, this approximation inevitably depends on the 9nite element
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Figure 2. Types of kernel functions: (a) hat shape; (b) cap shape, and (c) bell shape.

shape. In addition, since the Gauss integration method maps the 9nite element onto the ref-
erence element, the Jacobian matrix for the mapping depends on the 9nite element shape.

In the meshfree method, the state variable is approximated by using a supporting set of
particles in the global sense. Combined with the SC nodal integration method, the meshfree
method can remove mesh-dependent interpolation and integration accuracy problems. Although
in the initial development the meshfree shape function is constructed from the global particle
distribution, a modi9ed approach is used in this paper, such that the meshfree shape function
is constructed in the parametric space.

4.1. Review of the meshfree method

In the meshfree method, the parametric domain Qr of the structure is discretized by an NP
number of particle points. It is not necessary to specify the connectivity of these particles
except for those on the boundary R. For simplicity, let z(^) be a scalar state variable, which
is the solution to the structural problem. The reproducing kernel (RK) approximation of z(^)
is [23]

zR(^)=
NP∑
I=1

SI (^)dI (24)

where dI is the approximation coe@cient corresponding to the particle point ^I and SI (^)
is the meshfree shape function. SI (^) is constructed from the smoothness requirement and
the completeness condition [22]. In this paper, the cubic spline function and the second-order
completeness condition are considered, in which the approximation in Equation (24) is exact
up to and including the quadratic 9eld.

In the RK approximation, the shape function in Equation (24) is constructed as

SI (^)=C(^; ^− ^I) a(^− ^I) (25)

where  a(^) is a kernel (window) function that covers all particles within compact support
size ‘a’ and C(^; ^ − ^I) is a correction function. The smoothness of the shape function is
controlled by  a(^), which is non-zero within [−a; a]. Each particle point has a speci9c size
of compact support ‘a’, which can be viewed as the aAected region. The general shape of
 a(^) is shown in Figure 2. For the general two-dimensional parametric domain Qr , the kernel
function of Figure 2 in each co-ordinate frame is multiplied to obtain

 a(^− ^I)= a(�1 − �I1) a(�2 − �I2) (26)

Note that the non-zero region of the shape function is limited to within the compact support
of the kernel function. Thus, the summation in Equation (24) need not be carried out over
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the entire NP number of particles. If IP is the number of particles in which the support size
covers, then the summation is carried out over the IP number of particles.

The correction function in Equation (25) is obtained from the requirement of representing a
zero-, 9rst-, and second-order polynomial, exactly. Let C(^; ^− ^I) be constructed by a linear
combination of complete, second-order monomial bases as

C(^; ^− ^I)=HT(^− ^I)q(^) (27)

where

H(^− ^I)=




1
�− �I

�− �I

(�− �I)2

(�− �I)(�− �I)

(�− �I)2




(28)

H(^−^I) is the vector of monomial bases and q(^)= [q1; q2; q3; q4; q5; q6]T is the coe@cient
vector. The reproducing condition calculates the coe@cient vector q(^), such that the interpo-
lation in Equation (24) is exact up to and including the second-order derivatives of function
zR(^), which becomes a system of 6× 6 matrix equations as

M(^)q(^)=H(0) (29)

where

M(^)=
IP∑
I=1

H(^− ^I)HT(^− ^I) a(^− ^I) (30)

By substituting solution q(^) from Equation (29) into Equation (27), the correction function
can be calculated, provided that M(^) is non-singular. The compact support size ‘a’ has to be
chosen to guarantee the positive de9niteness of M(^), which is related to the order of basis
function H(^− ^I) and the particle distribution density.

The RK approximation of state variable z(^) is obtained by substituting the correction
function in Equation (27) into Equation (25) as

z(^) =
IP∑
I=1

HT(0)M−1(^− ^I)H(^− ^I) a(^− ^I)dI

=
IP∑
I=1

SI (^)dI (31)

When the monomial basis function H(^− ^I) in Equation (28) is used in the RK approxima-
tion, the smoothness and compact support properties of shape function SI (^) are identical to
those of the kernel function  a(^− ^I).
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Figure 3. Voronoi diagram of the scattered particle set.

4.2. Strain smoothening and nodal integration

In addition to the construction of the shape function, the solution of the meshfree Galerkin
method depends on domain integration. For integration purposes, an initial development of
the meshfree method based on Gauss integration requires background meshes. Thus, the sub-
domain concept in the 9nite element method still remains. In contrast, the direct nodal integra-
tion method experiences a lack of stability, because this method inherits a reduced integration.
Recently, Chen et al. [22] proposed an SC nodal integration method by imposing an inte-
gration constraint to satisfy linear exactness, and by smoothening strain to achieve solution
stability. In this section, a SC nodal integration method will be brieOy introduced, while
detailed information can be found in Chen et al. [22].

Strain smoothening is frequently used as a regularization tool for the high strain gradient
problem. The instability associated with nodal integration can be resolved by using this ap-
proach. In nodal integration, the total structural area is distributed to each particle point, which
serves as an integration weight. There are several ways of assigning a nodal area, for example,
by using a Voronoi diagram, as shown in Figure 3. Let QL be the nodal domain associated
with particle point ^L with RL as its boundary. A simple method for strain smoothening is to
average over a given area as

zSi; j(^L)=
1
AL

∫∫
QL

zi; j dQ (32)

where AL is the area of QL. The domain integration in Equation (32) can then be transformed
into a boundary integration by using the divergence theorem as

zSi; j(^L)=
1
AL

∫
RL

zinj dR (33)

where n is the outward unit normal vector at the boundary. Note that the smoothed strain in
Equation (33) contains the displacement and the normal vector at the boundary. In addition,
Chen et al. [22] showed that the smoothed strain in Equation (33) satis9es the integration
constraint such that it can exactly represent a linear 9eld.
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Figure 4. Curved shell geometry.

If boundary RL of the nodal volume in Figure 3 is composed of piecewise linear segments,
then a simple trapezoidal rule may be used for each segment of boundary RL as

zSi; j(^L) =
1
AL

IP∑
I=1

∫
RL
SI (^)dIinj(^) dR

=
1
AL

IP∑
I=1

NS∑
M=1

1
2
lMnM

j (SI (^M+1
L ) + SI (^ML ))dIi (34)

where lM is the length of the M th boundary segment, and NS is the number of closed
boundary segments associated with ^L. Thus, the strain computation is related to the evaluation
of the meshfree shape functions at each corner of the nodal domain. The smoothed strain in
Equation (33) is used in the following discretization, without the inclusion of superscript S
for the sake of simplicity.

4.3. Discretization of the shear-deformable shell structure

From Equation (31), the displacement at the parametric location (�; �; 
) can be approximated
by using the meshfree interpolation function and the generalized response variables as

z(�; �; 
) =
IP∑
I=1

SI (�; �)dI +
IP∑
I=1

SI (�; �)
tI
2

[S1T

I ;−S2T
I ]

[
&I

'I

]

≡
IP∑
I=1
NI (�; �; 
)rI ≡Ar (35)

where r;=[rT1 ; r
T
2 ; : : : ; r

T
NP]

T, rI =[dI1; dI2; dI3; &I ; 'I ]T , dI =[dI1; dI2; dI3]T is the generalized dis-
placement vector, and &I and 'I are the generalized rotational vectors with respect to the
direction of S2

I and S1
I , respectively (see Figure 4). S2

I and S1
I can be de9ned as follows:

S1
I = nI × e1
S2

I = nI ×S1
I

(36)
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where e1 = [1; 0; 0]T is the x-directional unit vector in the global co-ordinate. When nI is
parallel to e1, then one can simply established that S1

I = e1. As discussed in Section 4.1,
the generalized response variable rI is not nodal values. If Equation (35) is compared with
Equation (15), then it is clear that the 9rst summation corresponds to z1(�; �) and the second
summation represents 
z2(�; �).

To obtain the discretized strain vector in Equation (13), the derivative of z with respect to
the parametric co-ordinate is calculated 9rst from the relation in Equation (35) as

[
@zi
@�j

]
9×1

=
IP∑
I=1
G1

I rI + 

IP∑
I=1
G2

I rI (37)

where

G1
I =




SI; � 0 0 0 0

SI; � 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
2SI tI S1

Ix − 1
2SI tI S2

Ix

0 SI; � 0 0 0

0 SI; � 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
2SI tI S1

Iy − 1
2SI tI S2

Iy

0 0 SI; � 0 0

0 0 SI; � 0 0

0 0 0 1
2SI tI S1

Iz − 1
2SI tI S2

Iz




(38)

is the contribution from the membrane and transverse shear parts, and

G2
I =




0 0 0 1
2SI; �tI S1

Ix − 1
2SI; �tI S2

Ix

0 0 0 1
2SI; �tI S1

Ix − 1
2SI; �tI S2

Ix

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
2SI; �tI S1

Iy − 1
2SI; �tI S2

Iy

0 0 0 1
2SI; �tI S1

Iy − 1
2SI; �tI S2

Iy

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
2SI; �tI S1

Iz − 1
2SI; �tI S2

Iz

0 0 0 1
2SI; �tI S1

Iz − 1
2SI; �tI S2

Iz

0 0 0 0 0




(39)

is the contribution from the bending part. In Equation (37), a vector notation is used for
convenience, such that @zi=@�j is the 9× 1 column vector.
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As shown in Equation (13), the strain in the spatial co-ordinate is transformed into the
parametric co-ordinate by using Equation (37) as

”(xL; z)=




z1;1

z2;2

z3;3

z1;2 + z2;1

z2;3 + z3;2

z1;3 + z3;1




=SqT
IP∑
I=1

(G1
I rI + 
G2

I rI)≡
IP∑
I=1

[B1
I (xL)rI + 
B2

I (xL)rI ] (40)

where T is the 9× 9 mapping matrix

TI =



J−1
3×3 0 0

0 J−1
3×3 0

0 0 J−1
3×3




I

(41)

and where

Sq =




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0




(42)

In Equation (40), B1
I and B2

I are the strain–displacement matrices for the membrane–shear
part and the bending part, respectively.

For the linear elastic material, the stiAness matrix in the body-9xed co-ordinate system can
be given as

D=
E

(1− +2)




1 + 0 0 0 0
+ 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
1− +
2

0 0

0 0 0 0 ,
1− +
2

0

0 0 0 0 0 ,
1− +
2




(43)

where E is Young’s modulus, + is Poisson’s ratio, and ,=5=6 is the shear correction factor.
Since the stiAness matrix in Equation (43) is constructed in the body-9xed local co-ordinate
system, D must be transformed in order to 9t into the global co-ordinate system, where the
strain–displacement matrix of Equation (40) is de9ned. This transformation can be found in
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the literature, as in the example of Bathe [29], and written as

C=QTDQ (44)

where

Q=




l21 m2
1 n2

1 l1m1 m1n1 n1l1
l22 m2

2 n2
2 l2m2 m2n2 n2l2

l23 m2
3 n2

3 l3m3 m3n3 n3l3
2l1l2 2m1m2 2n1n2 l1m2 + l2m1 m1n2 +m2n1 n1l2 + n2l1
2l2l3 2m2m3 2n2n3 l2m3 + l3m2 m2n3 +m3n2 n2l3 + n3l2
2l3l1 2m3m1 2n3n1 l3m1 + l1m3 m3n1 +m1n3 n3l1 + n1l3




(45)

The structural energy form in Equation (19) and the load linear form in Equation (21)
can be discretized with the meshfree shape function and the SC nodal integration scheme, to
arrive at

a(z; Lz)≈ LrTKr (46)

‘(Lz)≈ LrTF (47)

where Lr is the virtual displacement vector, and

K=
NP∑
L=1

(K1
L +K2

L) (48)

F=
NP∑
L=1

FL (49)

are the stiAness matrix and external load vector, respectively. The external load vector in
Equation (49) is computed from its continuum form in Equation (21) as

FL =L
{

IP∑
I=1

2SI f B(xL)|J|AL

}
(50)

where L{ } represents the assembly procedure. The stiAness matrix of the problem has two
diAerent components from Equation (19),

[K1
L] =L

{
IP∑
I=1

IP∑
J=1

2B1
I (xL)TCB

1
J (xL)|J|AL

}
(51)

[K2
L] =L

{
IP∑
I=1

IP∑
J=1

2
3
B2

I (xL)TCB
2
J (xL)|J|AL

}
(52)

which are the contributions of membrane–shear and bending to the stiAness matrix. It is well-
known that if a full integration is used in the membrane–shear part (K1

L in Equation (51)),
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the numerical solution exhibits shear and membrane locking. To remove such locking, nodal
integration is employed in K1

L and K2
L, with a strain smoothing introduced to the bending

strain of K2
L. Thus, equivalently, Equation (51) is constructed using a direct nodal integration,

whereas Equation (52) is constructed using a SC nodal integration. This formulation resolves
locking due to the use of a nodal integration, and the strain smoothing in the bending strain
provides stabilization to the nodal integration.

From Equations (46) and (47), the discretized variational equation is obtained as

LrTKr= LrTF (53)

for all Lr such that Lz=ALr∈Z . It is di@cult to construct the generalized state variable Lr in
kinematically admissible space. Lr in Equation (53) has to be transformed into physical space
to impose an essential boundary condition. Chen et al. [30] proposed full transformation,
boundary singular kernel, and mixed transformation methods to impose essential boundary
conditions in the meshfree method. From numerical experiments, the mixed transformation
method may be the most appropriate method in terms of accuracy and e@ciency. After im-
posing the essential boundary condition, the linear system of matrix equations can be solved
for r.

5. A UNIFIED DESIGN SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this section, a uni9ed design sensitivity formulation is presented for sizing, shape, and
con9guration design variables. The sizing design variable (thickness) is treated as part of the
shape design variable by de9ning the sizing design on the solid component level. In addition,
the curvature change (con9guration design) for the shell structure is considered through the
transformation between the physical and parametric co-ordinates. In conjunction with a CAD
connection, this approach provides a unique method for representing the design sensitivity
coe@cient in terms of a design velocity 9eld.

5.1. Material derivative

The 9rst step in DSA is to develop relationships between design variation and the resulting
performance measure variations of the structural problem. In the proposed uni9ed design
sensitivity approach, all types of designs are related to the structural domain change. Thus,
it is convenient to use the material derivative from continuum mechanics to represent the
structural domain variation.

The current development in the material derivative approach [31] is based on a linear
perturbation of the structural domain in which the material point at the perturbed domain can
be expressed in terms of a linear design velocity as

x- =x+ -V(x) (54)

where V(x) is the design velocity 9eld and - is a scalar parameter that controls the amount
of perturbation.

If the structural domain changes, then the value of state variable z(x) also changes, in
addition to its location of measurement. The point-wise material derivative of state variable
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z(x) is de9ned as the total variation of z-(x+ -V) in the direction of V(x), and is evaluated
at -=0 as

ż= ż(x;V)=
d
d-
z-(x+ -V)

∣∣∣∣
-=0

= lim
-→0

[
z-(x+ -V)− z(x)

-

]
(55)

Extensive discussion of the material derivative approach is presented in Choi and Haug [31].
It is noted that the domain variation in Equation (55) is de9ned in the physical domain.
However, in this paper, the parametric domain, Qr , is independent of any design variables.
Thus, only the mapping relation between the physical and parametric domains is a function
of the design.

5.2. Design velocity 8elds computation

In this section, a design velocity 9eld is computed for the sizing, shape, and con9guration
design variables. A uni9ed DSA approach can be made possible by de9ning a consistent design
velocity 9eld that represents all types of design variables. Using the parametric representation
of the shell structure in Equation (7), a material point within the structure can be expressed as

x(�; �; 
)=xn(�; �) + 

t
2
n(�; �) (56)

A design velocity 9eld is related to the perturbation of this material point in the design
direction. In the classical method of categorizing the design variable, a change from t to
t + -.t represents a sizing design variable, whereas a change in xn(�; �) denotes a shape and
con9guration design variable. In the general curved shell structure, however, it is impossible
to distinguish the shape design variable from the con9guration design variable.

From the geometric representation in Equation (56), the design velocity 9eld for the shell
structure can be written as

V(�; �; 
)=Vn(�; �) + 

.t
2
n(�; �) (57)

where Vn(�; �) represents the design velocity of the neutral surface and .t(�; �) denotes the
thickness variation. Accordingly, .t(�; �) is related to the sizing design, and Vn(�; �) is related
to the shape and con9guration design.

The computation of Vn(�; �) is directly related to the parametric representation of the neutral
surface, as given in Equation (1). If only one design variable u is considered for the sake of
simplicity, the design dependence of the neutral surface is written as

xn(u)=U(�)TMG(u)MTW(�) (58)

Since geometric matrix G(u) is a function of the design u, the design velocity Vn(�; �) can
be obtained by perturbing u to u+ -.u, and then diAerentiating with respect to - as

Vn(�; �) =
dxn(u+ -.u)

d-

∣∣∣∣
-=0

=U(�)TM
(
@G
@u

.u
)
MTW(�) (59)
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For example, when the x-component of p00 is chosen as the design variable u, then matrix
@G=@u has all zero components except for the component at (1; 1) that has a value of [1; 0; 0],
if .u=1.

In this case, the design velocity 9eld V(�; �; 
) obtained in Equation (57) corresponds to one
design variable u. For the following derivations, only one design variable will be considered
for simplicity.

An advantage of the design velocity computation in Equation (57) is that it is unnecessary
to store design velocity V for every particle point. It is instead enough to store matrix @G=@u
and .t for each design variable. Note that @G=@u does not change during the optimization
process.

5.3. Material derivative formulas

In this section, useful material derivative formulas, which are related to the design sensitivity
formulation, will be developed. Since the parametric co-ordinate is independent of design
perturbation, the order of diAerentiation can be exchanged. This property will be used in the
following derivations.

Since the Jacobian matrix in Equation (9) relates the physical co-ordinate to the parametric
co-ordinate, it is dependent on the design. The material derivative of the Jacobian matrix can
be obtained as

d
d-
J-

∣∣∣∣
-=0

=
d
d-

(
@x-

@^

)∣∣∣∣
-=0

=
@V
@^ (60)

and the material derivative of its inverse can also be obtained, by using JJ−1 = I, as

d
d-
J−1
-

∣∣∣∣
-=0

=
d
d-

(
@^
@x-

)∣∣∣∣
-=0

= − J−1 @V
@x

(61)

Finally, the determinant of Jacobian depends on the design, whose material derivative can be
obtained from the direct calculation [32] as

d
d-

|J-|
∣∣∣∣
-=0

=
@Vi

@�i
|J|=divV|J| (62)

When a surface traction force is applied, surface integration is involved in the structural
analysis. As the domain shape changes, the surface Jacobian matrix depends on the design.
Choi and Haug [31] developed the material derivative of this surface Jacobian matrix in the
continuum formulation. A similar process can be used to obtain the material derivative of the
surface Jacobian matrix, by presuming that the reference geometry is the parametric domain.
However, to simplify the explanation, this complex derivation is not presented in this paper. In
addition to the Jacobian matrix, the direction cosine vectors in Equation (10) and unit vectors
S1 and S2 in Equation (36) explicitly depend on design variable u. The material derivative
formulas for these variables are developed in the appendix.

A performance measure for the shell structure is usually de9ned on the neutral surface,
which can be transformed into the parametric domain, as described in Equation (14). After
this transformation, a structural performance measure may be written in integral form as

 =
∫∫

Qr
g(z; u)|J| dQr (63)
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Function g is assumed to be continuously diAerentiable with respect to its arguments. The
functional form of Equation (63) represents a variety of structural performance measures. For
example, the structural volume can be written with g depending only on u; the averaged stress
over a subset of a shell can be written in terms of u and z; and the displacement at a point
can be formally written using the Dirac-. measure and z within the integrand.

Since the parametric domain Qr is independent of the design perturbation, the integral
in Equation (63) is interchangeable with the design diAerentiation. Thus, diAerentiating the
functional with respect to design u gives

 ′ =
d
d-

[ ∫∫
Qr

g(z-(x+ -V); u+ -.u)|J-| dQr
]∣∣∣∣

-=0

=
∫∫

Qr
(gT

; zż+ g divV+ g;u.u)|J| dQr (64)

The chain rule of diAerentiation, along with the de9nition in Equation (55) has been used to
calculate the integrand in Equation (64). The objective here is to obtain an explicit expression
of  ′ in terms of .u, which requires rewriting the 9rst term under the integral on the right
of Equation (64) explicitly in terms of .u.

5.4. Direct di9erentiation method

The direct diAerentiation method computes the 9rst integrand on the right-hand side of Equa-
tion (64) by directly computing ż from the structural Equation (22). Since this equation
satis9es for all design ranges, we can diAerentiate it with respect to the design variable. To
that end, the structural bilinear form is diAerentiated as

d
d-

a(z; Lz)
∣∣∣∣
-=0

≡ a(ż; Lz) + a′V (z; Lz) (65)

where a(ż; Lz) is the same as in Equation (19) by substituting z into ż, and provides the
implicitly dependent terms on the design through ż. a′V (z; Lz) represents the explicitly dependent
terms on the design.

The explicit expression of a′V (z; Lz) depends on the shell formulation used in the structural
problem, which will be derived as follows. The material derivative for the membrane–shear
strain tensor can be obtained from its de9nition in Equation (17) and from the formula in
Equation (61) as

d
d-

(�1ij(z))
∣∣∣∣
-=0

=
d
d-

(
sym

(
@z1i
@�m

J−1
mi + z2i J

−1
3j

))∣∣∣∣
-=0

= sym
(
@ż1i
@xj

+ ż2i J
−1
3j

)
− sym

(
@z1i
@xm

@Vm
@xj

+ z2i J
−1
3m

@Vm
@xj

)

≡ �1ij(ż) + �V1
ij (z) (66)
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In Equation (66), �1ij(ż) implicitly depends on the design through ż and �V1
ij (z) represents the

explicitly dependent part that can be computable from both the given analysis result z and
the design velocity V. Similarly, the material derivative for the bending strain becomes

d
d-

(�2ij(z))
∣∣∣∣
-=0

= sym
(
@ż2i
@xj

)
− sym

(
@z1i
@xm

@Vm

@xj

)

≡ �2ij(ż) + �V2
ij (z) (67)

The constitutive relation in Equation (44) explicitly depends on the design, since the trans-
formation between the local co-ordinate and the global co-ordinate is a function of the design.
As the neutral surface geometry changes, the direction of the local co-ordinate also changes
from the relation described in Equation (11). Thus, this explicit dependency of the constitutive
relation can be calculated as

C(u) =Q(u)TDQ(u) (68)

CV (u) = Q̇TDQ+QTDQ̇ (69)

where Q̇ is the material derivative of the transformation matrix in Equation (45), which can
easily be obtained by using Equations (A1)–(A3) given in the appendix.

By using Equations (62), (66), (67) and (69), the explicitly dependent term of the structural
energy form a′V (z; Lz) can be calculated as

a′V (z; Lz) = 2
∫∫

Qr
�V1
ij (Lz)Cijkl�1kl(z)|J| dQr

+2
∫∫

Qr
�1ij(Lz)Cijkl�V1

kl (z)|J| dQr

+2
∫∫

Qr
�1ij(Lz)C

V
ijkl�

1
kl(z)|J| dQr

+2
∫∫

Qr
�1ij(Lz)Cijkl�1kl(z) divV|J| dQr

+
2
3

∫∫
Qr

�V2
ij (Lz)Cijkl�2kl(z)|J| dQr

+
2
3

∫∫
Qr

�2ij(Lz)Cijkl�V2
kl (z)|J| dQr

+
2
3

∫∫
Qr

�2ij(Lz)C
V
ijkl�

2
kl(z)|J| dQr

+
2
3

∫∫
Qr

�2ij(Lz)Cijkl�2kl(z) divV|J| dQr (70)

Even though Equation (70) looks complicated, every term appears systematically. Note that
a′V (z; Lz) is linear in .u.
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The load linear form in Equation (21) is also diAerentiable with respect to the design.
More speci9cally, for design independent fB, the explicitly dependent term of the load linear
form is

d
d-

‘(Lz)
∣∣∣∣
-=0

= 2
∫∫

Qr
LzTfB divV|J| dQr

≡ ‘′V (Lz) (71)

Since a conservative load is assumed, the load linear form in Equation (71) does not have
any implicitly dependent term. As in the case of the energy bilinear form, the variation of the
load linear form is linear in .u. If the concentrated, constant load is applied to the structure,
then variation of the load linear form in Equation (71) vanishes.

For the direct diAerentiation method of DSA, one may take the variation of both sides of
Equation (22), and use Equations (65) and (71) to obtain the design sensitivity equation as

a(ż; Lz)= ‘′V (Lz)− a′V (z; Lz); ∀Lz∈Z (72)

Presuming that state variable z is known as the solution to Equation (22), Equation (72) is
a variational equation for the 9rst variation ż and has the same energy bilinear form. Since
Equation (72) can be solved directly for ż, it is called the direct di9erentiation method
compared to the adjoint variable method, which will be discussed in the next section. Noting
that the right-hand side of Equation (72) is a linear form in Lz∈Z , and that the energy bilinear
form on the left-hand side is Z-elliptic, Equation (72) has a unique solution, ż [31]. The fact
that there is a unique solution agrees with the previously stated observation that a design
derivative exists for the solution to the state equation. After solving Equation (72) for ż, the
sensitivity of  can be calculated from Equation (64).

5.5. Adjoint variable method

An adjoint variable method computes the implicitly dependent term, i.e. the 9rst integral on
the right-hand side of Equation (64), by de9ning an adjoint equation. The adjoint equation
is introduced by replacing ż in Equation (64) with a virtual displacement L[, and by equating
the terms involving L[ in Equation (64) to energy bilinear form a([; L[), yielding the adjoint
equation for the adjoint variable [

a([; L[)=
∫∫

Qr
gT
; z
L[|J| dQr ; ∀L[∈Z (73)

where a solution [∈Z is desired. To take advantage of the adjoint equation, Equation (73)
may be evaluated at L[= ż, since ż∈Z , to obtain

a([; ż)=
∫∫

Qr
gT
; zż|J| dQr (74)

which is the term in Equation (64) that is now needed in order to explicitly write in terms
of .u. Similarly, the identity of Equation (72) may be evaluated at Lz= [, since both are in
Z , to obtain

a(ż; [)= ‘′V ([)− a′V (z; [) (75)
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Recalling that energy bilinear form a(•; •) is symmetrical in its arguments, the left-hand side
of Equations (74) and (75) are equal, thus yielding the desired result∫∫

Qr
gT
; zż dQ

r = ‘′V ([)− a′V (z; [) (76)

where the right-hand side is linear in .u, and can be evaluated once state variable z and adjoint
variable [ are determined as solutions to Equations (22) and (73), respectively. Substituting
this result into Equation (64), the explicit design sensitivity of  is

 ′ = ‘′V ([)− a′V (z; [) +
∫∫

Qr
(g divV+ g; u.u)|J| dQr (77)

where the form of the 9rst two terms on the right depends on the problem under investigation.

5.6. Meshfree discretization

To numerically compute the design sensitivity coe@cient, the design sensitivity equation has
to be discretized in the same way as for the structural analysis: using either Equation (72) for
the direct diAerentiation method, or Equation (73) for the adjoint variable method. For this
purpose, it is necessary to discretize a′V (z; Lz) and ‘′V (Lz) consistently with the method employed
in Section 4.3. In this section, a meshfree discretization for the design sensitivity equation is
discussed.

In the solid structure, meshfree interpolation function SI (x) is constructed on physical
domain Q, whose shape is a design variable. Thus, SI (x) is a function of the design variable.
However, since the SI (^) in Equation (31) is calculated on a parametric domain Qr that is
independent of the design, SI (^) is also independent of the design. This is a quite diAerent
result when compared to the previous development of DSA for the solid structure [33]. In
the case of the shell structure, design dependence is established through the Jacobian matrix
in Equation (60).

Even if SI (^) is independent of the design, the displacement approximation in Equation (35)
has explicitly dependent terms on design through thickness t as well as through unit vectors
S1 and S2. This explicit dependence is denoted as

z9c =
IP∑
I=1

SI (�; �)
.t
2

[S1T

I ;−S2T
I ]

[
&I

'I

]
+

IP∑
I=1

SI (�; �)
t
2

[Ṡ1T

I ;−Ṡ2T
I ]

[
&I

'I

]
(78)

where the expressions of Ṡ1
I and Ṡ2

I are provided in Equations (A6) and (A7) in the ap-
pendix. By using Equation (78), �V1

ij (z) in Equation (66) and �V2
ij (z) in Equation (67) can be

discretized as

”V1(z)=SqTV
IP∑
I=1
G1

I rI + SqT
IP∑
I=1
GV1

I rI ≡
IP∑
I=1
BV1

I rI (79)

”V2(z)=SqTV
IP∑
I=1
G2

I rI + SqT
IP∑
I=1
GV2

I rI ≡
IP∑
I=1
BV2

I rI (80)
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where

GV1
I =

1
2
SI




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 (.tIS1
Ix + tI Ṡ1

Ix) −(.tIS2
Ix + tI Ṡ2

Ix)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 (.tIS1
Iy + tI Ṡ1

Iy) −(.tIS2
Iy + tI Ṡ2

Iy)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 (.tIS1
Iz + tI Ṡ1

Iz) −(.tIS2
Iz + tI Ṡ2

Iz)




(81)

GV2
I =

1
2




0 0 0 SI; �(.tIS1
Ix + tI Ṡ1

Ix) −SI; �(.tIS2
Ix + tI Ṡ2

Ix)

0 0 0 SI; �(.tIS1
Ix + tI Ṡ1

Ix) −SI; �(.tIS2
Ix + tI Ṡ2

Ix)

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 SI; �(.tIS1
Iy + tI Ṡ1

Iy) −SI; �(.tIS2
Iy + tI Ṡ2

Iy)

0 0 0 SI; �(.tIS1
Iy + tI Ṡ1

Iy) −SI; �(.tIS2
Iy + tI Ṡ2

Iy)

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 SI; �(.tIS1
Iz + tI Ṡ1

Iz) −SI; �(.tIS2
Iz + tI Ṡ2

Iz)

0 0 0 SI; �(.tIS1
Iz + tI Ṡ1

Iz) −SI; �(.tIS2
Iz + tI Ṡ2

Iz)

0 0 0 0 0




(82)

TV
I =



J−1 @V

@x
0 0

0 J−1 @V
@x

0

0 0 J−1 @V
@x




I

(83)

Since the structural problem is solved for the generalized state variable r the strain vectors
in Equations (79) and (80) can be calculated easily at xL: a′V (z; Lz) in Equation (70), and
‘′V (Lz) in Equation (71) can be discretized as

a′V (z; Lz)≈ LrTFa (84)

‘′V (Lz)≈ LrTF‘ (85)

where

Fa =
NP∑
L=1

Fa
L (86)
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F‘ =
NP∑
L=1

F‘
L (87)

Fa
L =L

{
IP∑
I=1

2[BV1T
I C”1 + B1T

I C”
V1 + B1T

I (CV +C divV)”1]|J|AL

}

+L
{

IP∑
I=1

2
3
[BV2T

I C”2 + B2T
I C”

V2 + B2T
I (CV +C divV)”2]|J|AL

}
(88)

F‘
L =L

{
IP∑
I=1

2(SI fB divV)|J|AL

}
(89)

The discretized design sensitivity equation for the direct diAerentiation method is

LrTKṙ= LrT(F‘ − Fa) (90)

for all Lr such that Lz=ALr∈Z . Note that the stiAness matrix of Equation (90) is the same
as that of Equation (53). Thus, the L–U factorized stiAness matrix from structural analysis
can be used for solving the sensitivity Equation (90) with a diAerent right-hand side. This
property increases the e@ciency of DSA, as shown in Section 6. After computing ṙ; ż can be
computed from the relations in Equations (35) and (78), from which  ′ in Equation (64) can
be computed.

In the adjoint variable method, the adjoint load in Equation (73) has to be discretized, as∫∫
Qr

gT
; z
L[|J| dQr ≈ LWTFadj (91)

By using this adjoint load, the adjoint matrix equation is obtained, as

LWTKW= LWTFadj (92)

for all LW such that L[=A LW∈Z . After computing the adjoint vector W, the adjoint variable
[ can be obtained from [=AW, and then the sensitivity of the performance measure can
be obtained from Equation (77). In the adjoint variable method, the computation of W in
Equation (92) exclusively depends on the performance measure. Thus, the matrix Equation
(92) is solved once for each performance measure and Equation (77) is repeatedly calculated
for each design variable.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

6.1. Size design sensitivity analysis for a plate

In this section, a size DSA is considered for the simple plate-bending problem, in order to
compare the sensitivity accuracy with the analytical solution. Figure 5 shows a clamped plate
with a concentrated force at the centre point. Table I shows the parameters used in meshfree
analysis. To see the convergent behaviour of the sensitivity results, four diAerent models are
considered for meshfree discretization, i.e. 5× 5; 9× 9; 13× 13, and 17× 17 particles. Since
the geometry and boundary conditions are symmetrical, only a quarter of the plate is modelled.
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Figure 5. Clamped plate bending problem with concentrated load.

Table I. Meshfree analysis parameters.

Parameters Value

Young’s modulus E 3× 106

Poisson’s ratio + 0.3
Plate dimension 80× 80
Plate thickness t 0.8
Boundary condition Clamped
Applied force P 1.0 (vertical)
Kernel function Cubic spline
Normalized dilation parameter (ax; ay) (2.0, 2.0)
Completeness condition First order

The analytical solution for centre point deOection can be found in the literature [34]. For
the case of the clamped, rectangular plate, the maximum deOection appears at the centre of
the plate whose magnitude is

zmax = &
Pa2

D
(93)

where a is the function of a=b, i.e. the ratio of the plate dimension and D is the Oexural
rigidity, de9ned as

D=
Et3

12(1− +2)
(94)

Since this analytical solution is the explicit function of plate thickness, the analytical design
sensitivity for centre point deOection can easily be obtained. From Equations (93) and (94),
it is clear that centre point deOection is a function of plate thickness through the Oexural
rigidity. Thus, the sizing design sensitivity of Equation (93) can be obtained as

żmax = − &
3Pa2

Dt
(95)

The design sensitivity result of the proposed method is then compared with the analytical
design sensitivity in Equation (95) for diAerent particle distribution densities. Figure 6 plots
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Figure 6. Design sensitivity convergence of centre point deOection.

Figure 7. Meshfree discretization of a vehicle roof model.

the convergent behaviour of normalized design sensitivity results. The proposed design sensi-
tivity method yields almost exactly the same result after 13× 13 discretization. Centre point
deOection also shows a similar convergent behaviour.

6.2. Design sensitivity analysis of a vehicle roof

For a real application of the shell design problem, consider a vehicle roof structure, as shown
in Figure 7. Only half of the roof structure is modelled using a single spline surface with
a PATRAN geometric modeller [24]. A total of 347 meshfree particles are distributed on
the surface, which corresponds to 1735 degrees-of-freedom. A linear elastic material prop-
erty is assumed with a Young’s modulus E=26000 MPa, and a Poisson’s ratio +=0:3. A
constant thickness t=2 mm is used. To evaluate the bending rigidity, three point loads are
applied at each pillar location, as described in Figure 7 with f1 = 100 kN; f2 = − 200 kN and
f3 = 100 kN.

The 9rst step in a meshfree analysis is to compute the nodal area. For a given set of
particle distributions, a Voronoi diagram [22] can be used to compute the nodal area, which
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Figure 8. Design parameterization of the roof structure.

Table II. Design parameterization.

ID Design description

1 Vertical movement of p�00
2 Vertical movement of p�10
3 Vertical movement of p�01
4 Vertical movement of p�11
5 Vertical movement of p�00
6 Vertical movement of p�10
7 Vertical movement of p�01
8 Vertical movement of p�11
9 Applied force f1

10 Applied force f2

11 Applied force f3

12 Young’s modulus E
13 Poisson’s ratio +

will act as the integration weight. The meshfree shape function is computed in the parametric
domain by imposing the reproducing condition, and the smoothed strain is then obtained
from Equation (34). The domain integration is carried out at each particle point in order to
construct the stiAness matrix. After imposing the essential boundary condition, the linear matrix
equation is solved by using the LAPACK package [35]. For DSA purposes, the factorized
stiAness matrix is retained. Plate 1 plots the von Mises stress contour at the shell surface.

All components of the geometric matrix in Equation (3) can be treated as shape=
con9guration design variables. In this speci9c example, the vertical movement of the tangent
vectors is considered as a design variable, such that the curvature of the roof can be changed.
In addition, non-conventional design variables such as the material property (Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio), and the applied load are considered. Figure 8 illustrates the de9nitions of
geometric matrix G, while Table II shows the design variables of the roof structure. A total
of 13 design variables are chosen for DSA purposes, which include eight shape=con9guration
designs, three applied load designs, and two material property designs.
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Table III. Computational cost for meshfree analysis and
sensitivity computation.

Activity CPU + IO (s)

Data input and nodal volume 1.8
Shape function computation 1.46
StiAness matrix 24.7
Essential boundary condition 0.43
Matrix solution 8.54
DSA per performance measure 0.94

Since the adjoint variable method is more e@cient than the direct diAerentiation method
for many design problems, the former method is used for this example. Eight performance
measures are chosen that include the structural volume and the seven von Mises stresses. Since
the volume performance measure does not require any adjoint equation, seven adjoint equations
are solved by using a factorized stiAness matrix from the structural analysis. Again, it is
important to stress that the number of adjoint equations is related to the number of performance
measures, rather than the number of design variables. The computational costs of DSA include
the computation of adjoint load Fadj, the solution procedure of adjoint Equation (92), and the
evaluation of the sensitivity in Equation (77). A very e@cient design sensitivity computation
is achieved, as is summarized in Table III. The last row in Table III represents the DSA cost
of a performance measure for 13 design variables, which is about 2.5 per cent of the total
structural analysis cost. This kind of e@ciency can be obtained since the proposed method
does not require any stiAness matrix derivative, so that the adjoint equation is solved simply,
using a back-substitution of the factorized matrix.

The accuracy of the proposed DSA is compared with the FDM in Table IV. The 9rst
column in Table IV denotes the type of performance measure (volume and stresses), while
the second column represents their values in the original design. It is well known that the
selection of the perturbation size X- is a major di@culty in FDM. Given the fact that the
solution has an accuracy of at least about six numerical digits, perturbation size is chosen
such that the performance change X is about 10−6 times the performance value, as shown
in the third column. The fourth column represents the predicted design change by using the
method proposed by Equation (77). This predicted design change is compared with the 9nite
diAerence X in the last column. Very accurate sensitivity results are obtained, as shown
throughout Table IV.

7. CONCLUSION

A uni9ed development of design sensitivity analysis has been presented for the shell structure
with respect to the sizing, shape, and con9guration design variables by using the meshfree
method. Useful information from CAD geometry is used in the shear-deformable, meshfree
shell formulation. The design velocity 9eld is de9ned in the solid component level, and is
then degenerated by following the same degeneration process for the shell structure. Very
e@cient and accurate sensitivity results are obtained and are compared with 9nite diAerence
results with excellent agreement.
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Table IV. Accuracy of sensitivity results.

Type  X  ′X- (X =  ′X-)× 100

(a) u1; X-=1:602E− 02

Volume 1.51033E+06 1:95212E− 01 1:95180E− 01 100.02
7169 1.34898E+02 9:43339E− 03 9:43429E− 03 99.99
7182 2.17291E+02 8:96848E− 03 8:96976E− 03 99.99
7195 1.35578E+02 7:27985E− 03 7:28063E− 03 99.99
717 1.21676E+02 1:32524E− 03 1:32552E− 03 99.98
731 1.09005E+02 2:88250E− 03 2:88289E− 03 99.99
7301 8.66971E+01 2:66191E− 03 2:66156E− 03 100.01
7302 7.34885E+01 1:72660E− 03 1:72636E− 03 100.01

(b) u3; X-=1:354E− 02

Volume 1.51033E+06 2:08691E− 01 2:08665E− 01 100.01
7169 1.34898E+02 6:58233E− 03 6:58289E− 03 99.99
7182 2.17291E+02 7:80610E− 03 7:80689E− 03 99.99
7195 1.35578E+02 7:50906E− 03 7:50947E− 03 99.99
717 1.21676E+02 2:64271E− 04 2:64279E− 04 100.00
731 1.09005E+02 7:37644E− 04 7:37657E− 04 100.00
7301 8.66971E+01 4:77743E− 03 4:77783E− 03 99.99
7302 7.34885E+01 1:06057E− 03 1:06138E− 03 99.92

(c) u10; X-=3:793E− 03

Volume 1.51033E+06 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.00
7169 1.34898E+02 −2:12311E− 03 −2:12310E− 03 100.00
7182 2.17291E+02 −3:52794E− 03 −3:52793E− 03 100.00
7195 1.35578E+02 −2:11374E− 03 −2:11373E− 03 100.00
717 1.21676E+02 −1:37942E− 04 −1:37941E− 04 100.00
731 1.09005E+02 1:94032E− 05 1:94029E− 05 100.00
7301 8.66971E+01 −1:72318E− 04 −1:72319E− 04 100.00
7302 7.34885E+01 −9:10049E− 05 −9:10035E− 05 100.00

(d) u13; X-=1:853E− 05

Volume 1.51033E+06 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.00
7169 1.34898E+02 3:98915E− 04 3:98709E− 04 100.05
7182 2.17291E+02 6:15776E− 04 6:15426E− 04 100.06
7195 1.35578E+02 3:67303E− 04 3:66965E− 04 100.09
717 1.21676E+02 −4:93757E− 05 −4:93850E− 05 99.98
731 1.09005E+02 −2:60711E− 05 −2:60801E− 05 99.97
7301 8.66971E+01 3:88180E− 04 3:87581E− 04 100.15
7302 7.34885E+01 1:02153E− 03 1:02096E− 03 100.06

APPENDIX

As the shape and the con9guration of the shell structure change, the direction cosines of the
local co-ordinate also change. However, this dependence is explicit on the design. From
their de9nitions in Equation (10), the material derivatives of these direction cosines are
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calculated as

l̇=
d
d-

(
xn
; �

‖xn
; �‖

)

=
1

‖xn
; �‖

(I − l⊗ l)ẋn
; � (A1)

ṅ=
d
d-

(
xn
; � ×xn

; �

‖xn
; � ×xn

; �‖

)

=
1

‖xn
; � ×xn

; �‖
[I − n⊗ n](ẋn

; � ×xn
; � +x

n
; � × ẋn

; �) (A2)

ṁ= ṅ× l+ n× l̇ (A3)

where the design dependent terms ẋn
; � and ẋn

; � can be computed from their de9nitions in
Equations (5) and (6) as

ẋn
; � =U; �(�)TM

(
@G
@u

.u
)
MTW(�) (A4)

ẋn
; � =U(�)TM

(
@G
@u

.u
)
MTW; �(�) (A5)

Since matrix @G=@u is supplied by the design parameterization, Equations (A4) and (A5) are
explicitly represented as linear functions of design perturbation .u.

In addition, the directions that de9ne the rotational angle of the deformation depends on
the design, from their de9nitions in Equation (36), as

Ṡ1 = ṅ× e1 (A6)

Ṡ2 = ṅ×S1 + n× Ṡ1 (A7)

where the expression of ṅ is given in Equation (A2).
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